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The Facts About Florida Taxes:
Already Among the Lowest in the Nation
The current emphasis in Tallahassee on cutting state taxes obscures important facts about Florida’s
state tax system and about choices available to balance the budget and meet the needs of Floridians.
When Governor Rick Scott unveils his first budget proposal Monday, it is expected to include a reduction
in the corporate income tax rate and perhaps other cuts in state taxes. These cuts would further reduce
revenue even though state government is already several billion dollars short of having enough money
to fulfill its basic responsibilities.
Even now, before any further reduction in revenue from new tax cuts, legislative leaders say they can
balance the state budget only with big cuts in education, health
Florida’s low level of state
care, and the prison system. Those leaders have said they will not
taxation and regressive tax
consider a balanced approach to fixing the budget gap – one that
changes endanger the
would raise some new revenues by closing tax loopholes.

ability of the state to pay
Understanding the current level of taxation in Florida is important
for vital public services and
to the debate about tax cuts and the revenue needed to fund vital
shift the tax load to those
public services. Also obscured so far in the discussion about taxes
already paying more than
is fairness: who pays and how much they pay. Florida’s tax system
their fair share.
is set up to require individuals and corporations to share the cost of
public services, ideally in a fair way. Business groups and some elected officials maintain that state taxes
– particularly the amount paid by corporations – are an obstacle to economic growth and the creation of
new jobs.
In fact, state taxes in Florida are low compared to other states and the amount paid by corporations
as a percentage of total state income is shrinking.1 As a consequence, state taxes are sufficient to
provide only a low level of the public services necessary to support a decent quality of life.2 These
services – education, health care, highways, law enforcement, courts, prisons, and many others – are
provided because state government has responsibilities to do so under the Florida Constitution and
laws.3
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In addition, the decline in the corporate income tax as a share of Florida total income, combined with
the elimination of taxes paid primarily by affluent Floridians, has resulted in moderate-income and
poorer residents paying a larger share of the costs of state services.
The following facts about Florida state taxes should be understood during the debate about business tax
cuts:
1. Florida is a low-tax state. Florida’s state taxes are already among the lowest in the nation. This
fact is widely acknowledged, including by professional staff of the legislature. “Florida is not a high-tax
state,” the staff of the House Finance and Tax Committee told committee members January 13.4 They
cited rankings (shown in the chart below) from the nonpartisan Federation of Tax Administrators
showing Florida’s state tax revenue 43rd among the states per capita and 46th as a percentage of
personal income.5,6 State plus local tax revenue in Florida ranked 27th per capita and 37th as a
percentage of personal income.
Using a different method of calculating a state’s tax load to account for state and local taxes paid by
tourists, the Tax Foundation reports that state and local taxes paid by Florida residents rank even lower.
By that calculation, Florida’s state and local tax load per person has ranged between 44th and 48th in the
nation every year since 1977.7
The conclusion: Florida government, both now and in the past, collects a smaller share of residents’
income than most states.
2. Furthermore, the state tax load has declined in recent years. State taxes constitute a lower share
of Floridians’ personal income than at any time in the last 40 years. The already-low state tax load,
remarkably steady for four decades, dropped in the last dozen years as measured against the earnings
of Floridians. The chart below shows that general revenue collections as a percentage of Florida income
dropped in 2008-09 to the lowest level since 1970-71, when the state began recording the data.8
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3. Some who advocate tax cuts maintain that the level of taxation has grown more than total income in
Florida. However, growth in state revenue has dropped well below income growth. Historically, tax
revenues grew at a pace consistent with the growth of Florida’s economy for decades – until the
recession. Now state revenue growth trails income growth and is expected to do so at least through
2014, the House Finance and Tax Committee reports.9
4. Through the elimination of taxes on accumulated wealth in the past decade, more than $12 billion
in taxes that would have been paid by those who can afford to pay has not been collected. The loss of
intangibles and estate tax revenues – paid almost entirely by the wealthy – now costs the Florida
treasury $2 billion or more every year. These uncollected revenues could have been put to work
meeting vital state needs. Instead, other Floridians have been asked to share more of the load: Even in
a “no new taxes” environment, taxes and fees paid disproportionately by less affluent Floridians were
increased by $2 billion annually in 2009.10
5. The elimination of taxes on wealth, along with other regressive choices made in building Florida’s
revenue structure, make Florida’s tax system the second-worst in the nation in terms of fairness.11
The result: Florida is not a low-tax state for low- and moderate-income residents. State taxes take a
larger bite of their income than of the more affluent.
6. Despite a budget gap that exceeds $4 billion, Florida’s leaders have not seriously considered closing
tax loopholes that cost the state billions of dollars each year. If revenue from closing loopholes was
paid to the state treasury, the state could avoid much of the damage from additional budget cuts that
will affect public schools, colleges and universities, health care for children and the poor, aid to those
with disabilities, and mental health and drug addiction treatment.

Conclusion
Florida’s low level of state taxation and regressive tax changes endanger the ability of the state to pay
for vital public services and shift the tax load to those already paying more than their fair share.
Closing tax loopholes to raise revenues to meet state needs is an alternative choice to the path of tax
and spending cuts being taken by political leaders this year. Reforming Florida’s tax structure would
minimize cuts in services and make the tax system more fair.
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